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1PREAMBLE
In order to effectuate the provisions of the Public
Employees Fair Employment Act, and to encourage and increase
effective and harmonious working relationships between the
Naples Central School District (hereinafter "District" or
"Employer") and its professional employees, represented by
the Naples Teachers Association (hereinafter "Association" or
"Employees"), it is agreed that:
A. This agreement shall supersede any rules,
regulations or practices of the District which shall be
contrary to or inconsistent with its terms. The provisions
of this agreement shall be incorporated into and be
considered parts of the established policies of the District.
B. Savings Clause
If any part of this agreement or any application of the
terms of this agreement shall be found to be contrary to law,
then such part or application shall not be deemed valid,
except to the extent permitted by law, but all other
provisions or applications shall continue in full force and
effect.
C. IT IS AGREED BY AND BETWEEN THE PARTIES THAT ANY
PROVISIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT REQUIRING LEGISLATIVE ACTION TO
PERMIT ITS IMPLEMENTATION BY AMENDMENT OR LAW OR BY PROVIDING
THE ADDITIONAL FUNDS THEREFOR, SHALL NOT BECOME EFFECTIVE
UNTIL THE APPROPRIATE LEGISLATIVE BODY HAS GIVEN APPROVAL.
ARTICLE I
.
"
6 RECOGNITION
The Naples Central School Board of Education
(hereinafter the "Board"), hereby recognizes the Naples
Teachers Association (hereinafter the "Association") as the
exclusive negotiating agent for a unit composed of all
certified teachers except the Superintendent, Building
Principals and Building Administrators, Director of Special
Programs and School Psychologist. Such recognition shall
extend for the maximum period permitted by law.
The Board agrees to employ only New York State certified
personnel in all unit positions.
2ARTICLE II
NEGOTIATION PROCEDURES
A. Negotiation toward a successor contract to this
agreement must be commenced by wri~ten notice of intent to
negot.iate, which notice must be delivered to the
Superintendent or President of the Association by the party
requesting negotiation on or before January 10 of the last
school year of the contract. The first meeting will be held
by FE~bruary 15 or a mutually agreed date.
B. Contract negotiations shall be held at such times
and places as may be mutually agreeable. Each committee
shall not exceed a maximum of six in number (plus the
President for the Association), although either party may
bring in such consultants as it sees fit.
C. The parties agree that the provisions of the Public
Employees Fair Employment Act relative to the handling of
contract negotiations disputes shall be applicable in the
event of impasse.
ARTICLE III
TEACHER ASSIGNMENT
A. Course Assignment. To the extent possible,
tentative course assignment for the following school year
will be made prior to the last day of the current school
y:ear" In the event of a change in course assignment made
during the summer vacation, the teacher whose schedule is
affected will be notifie.d by u.S. mail. If the District
doesn't know 30 days prior to the first day of the new school
year the teacher(s) will receive verbal as well as written
notification by u.S. mail.
B. Substitute Activity. In recognition of the
importance of non-teaching periods for preparation, planning,
and remedial instruction, the parties agree that unit members
as currently defined by Article I will not ordinarily be
asked to assume the class responsibilities of a teacher who
is absent for an entire day, and the District will not assign
a teacher to substitute for an entire day unless after its
3best efforts it cannot obtain a satisfactory substitute
teacher for the day.
.
C. Volunta~ Chanqes. Unit members who desire a
change of grade or subject ar~a may file application with the
relevant administrator. In the event of more than one
application for voluntary transfer to a position, the
administrative choice of transferee will be based on
consideration of such factors as experience in the proposed
teaching area, academic background, certification status,
tenure area, and seniority.
D. Lunch Period. A duty-free lunch period of not less
than thirty (30) minutes per day shall be available to each
teacher.
E. Elementary Preparation Time. Full-time elementary
teachers will be given a minimum of 240 minutes preparation
time per week. This is in addition to a thirty minute duty-
free lunch period. This time will be scheduled in blocks of
no less than thirty minutes unless otherwise agreed in
writing. Part-time teachers will be given pro-rated minutes
of preparation time.
F. Secondary Teaching. No full time secondary teacher
will have more than six periods assigned per day. In
general, with the exception of subject areas that have
historically and consistently had six teaching periods, the
assignment will consist of five instructional periods and one
supervisory period. In some cases because of the program
needs or the needs of the students, a sixth instructional
period will be assigned in lieu of a supervisory assignment.
Such assignments when they are unilateral will be the
exception rather than the norm and will not be viewed as a
permanent solution to a school staffing problem. If a
teacher disagrees with the assignment of a sixth
instructional period the teacher will pursue the matter with
the building principal. The District will seek volunteers
for a sixth teaching assignment annually before assigning a
sixth instructional period. No first or second year
probationary teacher will be assigned a sixth instructional
period unless no other teacher on staff is qualified to teach
the same subject/level who does not have six instructional
periods already. The Association and the Superintendent
shall meet to review such assignments on an annual basis.
G. Special Area Teachers. The daily work load for
special area teachers, as defined in the Commissioner's
Regulations 30.8 must take into consideration the number of
4students who can effectively be instructed and the amount of
individual instruction necessary. Every reasonable effort
will be made by the administration to resolve any problems
resulting from possible inequities of work load distribution.
H. Competency Test Grading. The District will provide
one-half (1/2) day of school time (exclusive of conference
days) free from other duties for use by each teacher required
to grade preliminary competency examinations, regents
competency examinations and other required New York State
examinations not to exceed one full day per year per teacher,
and not including those examinations administered during the
June Regents week.
I. Athletic Director. To the extent possible, the
athletic director will have at least one unassigned period of
40 minutes to fulfill the responsibilities of the Athletic
Director position.
J. Seniority. The District will maintain a list of unit
members with seniority which accurately states each teacher's
accrued seniority, and will provide a copy to the Association
by 11/1 of each year, and provide corrections, additions or
deletions as they occur. If a unit member believes the
seniority list is inaccurate, such claim must be made in
writing within 30 school days from the date the Association
receives the list. The list shall be deemed accurate by both
parties if no such claim is made. The beginning and ending
dates of all unpaid leaves of absence shall be included in
said seniority list.
ARTICLE IV
SALAR¥ SCHEDULE AND RELATED MATTERS
A. Teachers will be compensated for the 1999-2000, 2000-
2001, 2001-2002 school years at the amounts indicated in the
attached salary schedules labeled Appendix A.
1999-2000 3.5% increase based on ~the 1998-99 salary schedule
2000-2001 2% + $700 based on the 1999-2000 salary schedule
2001-2002 3.5% increase based on the 2000-01 salary schedule
All future distributions of monies will be based on the
scattergram as of the payroll nearest and after March 1,
2002.
5Should the State of New York, mandate any salary changes
during the life of this agreement than that which appears on
the salary schedule, then both parties, agree to reopen
negotiations on the resulting redistribution of funds caused
by the mandates, if allowed for under the mandate.
If available, Excellence in Teaching (EIT) monies will
be negotiated in a separate addendum to this contract. This
will include the use of, the application of and the
distribution of such monies. It will be considered a bonus
in addition to the monies described and delineated within
this contract and, to the extent possible by law, not be
subsidized by the district.
B. It is agreed and understood that each and every
approved graduate credit hour shall be compensated at a rate
for the 1999-2000 school year $34 per hour, for the 2000-01
school year $35.00\hr.,for the 2001-02 school year $36.50\hr.
with the understanding that for hours completed after June
30, 1980, compensation adjustments shall be made after the
completion of each block of three (3) such hours. In service
hours approved by the Superintendent or which a teacher
agrees to complete at the request of the Superintendent, and
which occur on weekends or evenings outside of normal school
time, will be treated as a graduate hour for each completed
block of 15 required classroom hours in accordance with the
current practice of the District on graduate hours. For
hours completed at the request of the Superintendent,. each
approved credit hour will be applied for salary credit. The
Master's degree stipend shall be $905 for the school year
1999-2000, $935 for the school year 2000-01, and $970 for the
school year 2001-02. No permanently or provisionally
certified teacher, shall be paid at less than the BS schedule
figure appropriate.
C.' Summer curriculum work, if any, shall be cOillpensated
at the rate of one-two hundredth (1/200) per diem of the
teacher's scheduled rate of pay for the preceding school
year. The District will not break such work into blocks of
less than three and one-half (3 1./2)hours, unless requested
by the teacher.
D. All members of the professional staff shall have
available to them tax sheltered annunity programs as well as
a credit union program, and the District will provide a
program of payroll deductions, after written authorization of
the individual faculty member, for these programs. The
number of tax sheltered annunity companies shall be limited
6to a maximum of twenty (20), and new companies shall be added
on a first come, first added basis until the twenty available
deductions have been filled. Once twenty are filled, no new
companies may be added.
E. In addition to the pay set forth in appendix A
hereinafter, are longevity payments as delineated below.
This money is credited for years of service to the Naples
Central School only.
15-19 years of service
20-24 years of service
25 or more years of
service
*For the 1999-2000, 2000-01 school years only teachers on the
BS schedule will be eligible for longevity payments.
1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002
342* 355* 367
342 355 367
342 355 367
F. Attendance Recognition. Compensation will be paid
by the district to teachers who have accumulated over 170
days of sick leave at a rate of $40 per day, to be included
in the final regular paycheck of the school year. Payment
. will be made for each day of accumulated sick leave held by
the teacher as of the last day of school, in excess of 170
days.
G. Ootional PaYment Plan.
1. The following systems of payment are available to
teachers:
(a) Yearly salary divided into twenty-one (21) equal
amounts with payments on every other Friday (or the last
school day nearest these days) during the school year.
(b) Yearly salary divided into twenty-six (26) equal
amounts .with payments on every other Friday (or the last
school day nearest these days) during the school year. The
last five equal amounts .shall be paid on the final June pay
period.
(c) Teachers must notify the office on or before
August 15 if they wish to choose Option (b). Teachers hired
on or after August 15 must notify the office within seven (7)
calendar days from their date(s) of hire if they wish to
choose Option (b). Any teacher who does not notify the
office on or before these prescribed dates will automatically
receive his salary under Option (a). The option selected
shall remain in effect at least until the beginning of the
next school year, and will continue to remain in effect until
7withdrawn.
H. Summer drivers education teachers, will be
compensated at an hourly rate determined by calculating
(1/200) (step 11 BS of the previous years salary schedule)
divided by (7). This does not include lunch time.
Teachers in the Naples Central School District will
first be offered the opportunity for employment in this
(these) positions. If they decline or are not certified, the
District will employ teachers other than Naples Central
School faculty.
I. It is agreed that all SED certified professional
guidance personnel are ten month employees. However, in
recognition of professional duties that must be performed in
the summer, each counselor will be allocated up to 20 days
for professional summer guidance work. The rate of pay per
seven hour day, exclusive of lunch, will be 1/200th of the
previous years salary (ie. per diem). Each counselor shall
work the week immediately following the close of school and
the week immediately preceding the start of school. Each
. individual guidance counselor will be allowed to schedule the
remaining time allocated in any manner he/she deems
appropriate in order to facilitate the completion of his/her
responsibilities. The total number of days allocated shall
be mutually agreed to by the counselors and the High School
Principal.
J. The District will make a single, after tax deduction
per employee from the unit member's payroll for employees who
wish to contribute to the NYSUT Benefit Trust. The
Association hereby agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the
District from any and all claims, disputes, or damages
resulting from the making of the deductions provided for i~
this Article.
ARTICLE IV.l
RETIREMENT BONUS
A one time retirement bonus will be available to
teachers in the Naples Central School District. Any teacher
who wishes to avail himself of this bonus must submit a
formal letter of resignation to the Board of Education, by
8June 30th of the year prior to his retirement. A one year
notice must be given, and the person must actually retire
under the N.Y.S. Teachers Retirement System.
The bonus will be equal to the difference between the
teachers' regular salary as shown on the salary schedule
("regular salary" includes the off-step salary as shown on
the salary schedule) and Step 4 of the BS+30 column on the
schedule. It will exclude additional compensation such as
EIT, coaching, extra curricular, longevity, department chair,
attendance recognition, etc. It will include degrees,
approved graduate hours and years of service credited to
Naples for salary schedule purposes.
The differential will be distributed equally amongst the
payroll periods during the last year prior to retirement, or
in a lump sum payment in the calendar year following
retirement at the discretion of the person retiring.
If a member of the faculty retires with an approved
disability retirement through the NYS Teachers Retirement
System then that teacher will receive a lump sum payment
calculated as outlined above, in the calendar year following
his retirement.
If for any reasons a person does not follow through with
the retirement or returns to teaching as .a member of the NYS
Teachers Retirement System, then the person within six (6)
months of doing so must repay the District in full for any
and all payments made under the provisions of this clause.
ARTICLE V
HEALTH INSURANCE
A. Health Insuranca. Effective July I, 1993, the
District will provide to the professional staff the Wayne-
Finger Lakes Health Plan with at $5.00 Prescription Drug
Rider or mutually agreeable alternative health plan.
Participants in the plan will contribute 10% of the total
annual premium not to exceed the following amounts:
COVERAGE
Year
1999-2000
2000-01
Single
$300
$330
Two Persons
$577
$635
Family
$600
$660
92001-02 $363 $698 $726
B. Dental Insurance. Effective July 1, 1993, Dental
Coverage will be provided through a mutually agreeable plan
to those teachers and their dependents who file a written
request for the same, using yearly updated allowances based
on usual, customary and reasonable charges.
C. Flexible Benefits Plan. Effective August 1, 1989,
the District will provide a flexible benefits plan for the
voluntary contribution by members of the professional staff
to be used for those areas allowable by law (payment of
health insurance premium, non reimbursed medial, dental, and
eye care costs, and dependent care payments). Unit members
shall be limited to a contribution of $2500 per plan year for
unreimbursed allowable expenses.
D. Health Insurance for Retired Teachers. At the time
of retirement, the District will provide each ret~ring
teacher with a statement indicating the number of unused and
accumulated sick leave days in that teacher's account at the
time of retirement. Such days shall have a value equal to
1/200th of the teacher's then current teaching salary as
delineated on the salary schedule they retired under. The
District will thereafter pay the full cost of the health
insurance program available to active teachers in the
District, including dental insurance, family or individual
coverage, as the retiree chooses, until exhaustion of the
dollar amount of the unused accumulated sick leave at the
time of retirement, after which time the district will
provide fifty percent (50%) of the premium for individual
coverage, except for dental coverage, for the retired teacher
for life. The retired teacher has the option of applying the
dollar amount equivalent to 50% of individual coverage to
offset family coverage at his/her option. The retired
teacher will be able to purchase dental insurance at their
own cost at a premium to be set by Health Economics to the
extent lawful. If the retired teacher predeceases his/her
spouse the surviving spouse will be entitled to continue
under the district health plan by continuing to use that
teacher's accumulated sick leave account for the purpose of
purchasing health insurance (including dental insurance)
until exhaustion of the dollar amount of the unused
accumulated sick leave at the time of retirement after which.
time the surviving spouse may continue under the district
health plan by paying 100% of the premium for individual
coverage. Employees retiring after June 30, 1987 and their
spouses will be eligible for the $5.00 copay prescription
10
drug rider, but not employees retiring on or before that
date.
Teachers who are completely and permanently disabled
(subject to verification by the District's appointed medical
personnel) may participate in the then-existing health
insurance plan to the extent allowed by law and then current
carrier policy and contract upon payment by the teacher of
any and all costs of such participation.
E. An otherwise eligible retiree may elect not to use
accumulated, unused sick leave to pay for premiums for health
insurance immediately upon retirement where the retiree is
covered by alternative insurance coverage (such as through
his or her spouse). Under these circumstances, a retiree
otherwise eligible for District-paid coverage may elect to be
covered by the alternative health insurance coverage until
such time as the alternative coverage is no longer available,
and then may elect to enroll in coverage by the District and
use his or her accumulated, unused sick leave (at the value
and the terms provided by the Collective Bargaining Agreement
at the time of the retirement)
.
F. All unit members who retire after July 1, 1996 shall
be eligible to purchase the District's dental coverage.
The annual cost for the 1999-2000 school year to the
retiree shall be $250 for single coverage, $500 for two-
person coverage, and $600 for family coverage. The cost
shall be paid either by deducting the dollar amount
equivalent from the retiree's accumulated sick leave credit
or by direct payment to the District. The cost of dental
coverage will be recalculated on July 1 each year based on
the District's cost experience.
G. The District will make a contribution for each unit
member each school year .to a Medical Reimbursement Plan
(Section 105) in the following amounts:
1999-2000 school year $500
2000-2001 school year $600
2001-2002 school year $700
This provision is subject to all State and Federal Income Tax
Laws and Regulations.
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ARTICLE VI
LEAVES OF ABSENCE
A. Sick Leave.
1. Up to fifteen (15) days per year of fully paid leave
shall be available to teachers for the following reasons:
personal illness, physical or mental disability of the
teacher or illness or death in the family, defined for this
purpose as the teacher's spouse, child, stepchild if the
teacher has been or is the responsible caregiver, mother,
father, sister, brother, grandparents, or mother-, father-,
sister-brother-in-law. Grandchildren, stepparents, niece,
nephew, aunt or uncle shall be included in this definition in
the case of death in the family. All leaves under the
agreement run concurrently with leave provided by the Family
and Medical Leave Act which is adopted by this Agreement, and
no reinstatement rights of that Act are waived or modified by
this Agreement except as provided expressly by this
Agreement.
2. Sick leave days unused at the end of each school year
will be accumulated into the teacher's accumulated sick leave
total for the following school year, to a maximum of 170
days.
3. On the first day of each school year, each teacher
shall be credited with an additional fifteen (15) sick leave
days, and in the case of teacher with 170 accumulated sick
leave days, the additional fifteen (15) days shall also be
credited to permit a maximum during that year of 185 days
available.
4. Sick Leave Bank.. The District shall establish a
sick leave bank with the intent of protecting bargaining unit
members from financial burden due to serious illness or
injury.
Each member of the bargaining unit shall have the
opportunity to elect to participate in the Sick Leave Bank by
filing a signed authorization statement with the business
office no later than October 1 of each year or within 30 days
of employment.
At no time will the number of days held in the Bank
12
exceed a total that is twice the number of participants. A
teacher who elects to participate shall contribute 2 days
during their first year of participation. In subsequent
years participants will contribute one day when the number of
days in the Bank is equal to or less than the number of
participants. Days not used will be carried to the following
year. When a teacher leaves the District for reasons other
than retirement, 2 days will be deducted.
Only active members of the Bank may withdraw days. A
member may not withdraw days from the Bank until his/her own
accumulated sick leave is depleted. In any case, the
participant must have been absent because of sickness for 20
consecutive days prior to the commencement of sick leave bank
benefits. In the event of a recurring illness, the sick
leave bank committee may waive this 20-day requirement.
Upon retirement, a bargaining unit employee shall
forfeit sick leave days previously contributed to the sick
leave bank.
A committee consisting of 3 teachers appointed by the
NTA President and 2 members appointed by the Superintendent
shall administer the Bank. The committee shall establish
procedures for applying to, and contributing days to, the
sick leave bank. Sick leave will be granted by the.committee
subject to the approval of the Superintendent. The
Association shall be entitled to grieve the denial of such
approval.
The participant must upon request of the committee,
subntit to the committee suitable written verification of the
participant's medical condition by his or her attending
physician. .
The committee may in unusual circumstances request
additional voluntary contributions during the school year.
B. Personal Leave.
1. Personal leave is for the transaction of personal
business which cannot be conducted outside of the normal work
day.
Approval of leave will normally be limited to no more
than five (5) members of the professional teaching staff at
one time. Under special circumstances the Superintendent may,
at his/her discretion, grant personal leave to more than five
13
(5) members of the professional teaching staff at one time.
2. Each full-time teacher will be allowed up to five (5)
days personal leave per year, deductible from sick leave,
upon the following conditions:-
(a) Written application for such leave must be made to
the Superintendent at least 48 hours in advance of the date
requested, except in emergency situations.
(b) Approval of the Superintendent is a prerequisite to
the taking of such leave.
C. Bereavement.
Up to 3 days (4 if the funeral is over 150 miles one
way) are available per year for bereavement. This leave may
be used for deaths of those people as listed under section A-
I of this article. This leave is non accumulative and non
reimbursable. If additional days are needed they will be
deducted from sick leave.
D. Jury Duty and Legal Leave.
Teachers subpoenaed as witnesses or juror will be paid
the difference between the fee received as such witness or
juror and the teacher's salary. Such absences are not
deductible from sick or personal leave.
E. Extensions.
Any extension of leave concerning personal illness or
illness or death in the family will be determined by the
Board of Education, in its discretion.
Teachers accompanying Naples Central School students on
a non school sponsored but curricular or enrichment related
trip shall not Q$ subject to loss of paid persopal time if
unavoidably deLained or circumstance requires an earlier than
anticipated departure t~me. Under normal circumstances trips
of this sort are to be schequled during vacation periods.
F. Conferences and Visitations.
Teachers are encouraged to attend conferences and visit
other schools. Requests for such conference days should be
made to the appropriate building administrator and must have
his approval. The District will allow one (1) teacher to
attend one (1) Commissioner's Conference day per school year
with pay, where called, with the understanding that where
more than one (1) such day is called, the Superintendent
shall designate which may be attended. The District will
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allow two (2) Association days during the school year for
other conferences or visitation. Within two (2) weeks of the
Association day, the Association will reimburse the District
for the cost of substitute wages and fringes where
applicable. Such leave must be scheduled at least one (1)
week in advance with the Superintendent or his designee.
G. Unpaid Leave.
A one-year leave of absence without pay may be granted
by the Board of Education in its discretion. Under some
circumstances increments provided by the salary schedule may
be allowed in such leave, as well as fringe ben~fits.
H. Family Leave.
1. Family leave shall be available to teachers
upon the following terms:
(a) Written notice of request for family leave is
to be delivered to the Building Principal as soon as
practicable.
(b) Such request shall include the teacher's estimated
or intended date of commencement of such leave, and the
teacher's intended date for return to work. Generally, such
return is to be at the beginning of a semester.
(c) Family leaves must be approved by action of
the Board of Education upon recommendation of the
Supe:rintendent .
(d) Teachers on family leave shall be entitled to
such benefits, if any, as District policy and/or law,
requ.ires.
2. Adoptive leave is available to all teachers, upon the
following terms:
(a) Written notice of request for adoptive leave is to
be delivered as soon as possible after the notification of
adoption is made by the adoption 'agency.
(b) At such time the teacher shall notify the
Superintendent or Building Principal of the date he or she
wishes to commence and terminate such adoptive leave.
Generally, such return date is to be at the beginning of the
semester.
All provisions of this Article shall comply with the
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Family Medical Leave Act of 1994 and all of its amendments.
I. Sabbatical ~eave Program.
Sabbatical Leave shall be available to not more than two
members of the professional staff at anyone time, and shall
be available only to staff members who have served the
district for at least six (6) years and who have been
recommended for the sabbatical leave by their Building
Principal and the Superintendent, and approved for such leave
by the Board of Education. Each sabbatical leave application,
shall be treated on a discretionary basis by the Board of
Education.
The purpose of the sabbatical leave must provide a
benefit to the district and the students of Naples Central.
It must be for a duration of either one or two collegiate
semesters.
Pay during the sabbatical leave will be at a rate of
one-half (1/2) the teachers ordinary pay rate for a
sabbatical leave of a full school year, or full pay for a
sabbatical leave of one semester.
The recipient of a sabbatical leave, must return and
perform at least three (3) years of service at the Naples
Central School after completion of the sabbatical. All
recipients of a sabbatical leave must agree to reimburse the
District in full for salary and benefits received by the
teacher during the terms of the sabbatical pro-rated to the
extent he/she fails to continue in performance of duties at
Naples Central for the three (3) years following the leave.
The deadline for submission of written application for
sabbatical leave for the following school year or portion
thereof, to the Superintendent is one week prior to the first
regular Board of Education meeting in December prior to the
school year the request.is for. The written application must
state the purpose, institution, itinerary, course work to be
taken, the proposed benefits to the School District and the
recommendation of the teacher's Building Principal including
his/her estimation as to the benefit to the district and the
students in the building. The applicant will receive notice
of acceptance or denial of the proposed sabbatical program
within one week after the first regular Board of Education
meeting in February.
In considering applications for sabbatical leaves, the
Superintendent and the Board of Education will take into
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account:
1. The best interests of the School District;
2. potential for professional growth of the recipient;
3. The strengthening of a department or area within the
District;
4. Future personnel needs of the District;
5. Length of service of the applicant;
6. Distribution of sabbatical awards between elementary
and secondary schools.
Staff members on sabbatical will receive the appropriate
pay by regular District paycheck provided that the Board of
Education has received satisfactory quarterly reports prior
to the payment of any salary or benefits. Quarterly reports
will be required as of November 30, January 31, April 30, and
June 30 for those on a full years sabbatical, and the
appropriate corresponding times for those on a semester
sabbatical. Full health plan benefits and protection of
teacher's seniority step will occur if the reports have been
satisfactory in nature, and the program has been
satisfactorily completed. No teacher on sabbatical leave
. shall be entitled to any extra-curricular salary payments.
J. Reinstatement After Leave.
Upon return from a leave provided by subsection G, H, or
I (above), a teacher's preference for assignment will be
considered by the District in making the reassignment of the
teacher.
ARTICLE VII
EXTRA' DUTIES
Placement on the schedule will be made taking into
consideration the experience and accomplishment of the
assigned person. Ordinarily, emphasis will be placed upon
the moving "up" within the same sport (e.g. from JV to
Varsity): a Coach shall not lose "any points. For example a
JV coach receiving 10 points in their year would. receive no
less than that amount if they moved to a Varsity position in
the same sport. When moving "down" within the same sport a
coach shall be given credit for years coached with the sport.
For example a Varsity soccer coach moving to the JV level
with two years experience at the varsity level would receive
the pay of a third year JV coach. For example, a JV coach
receiving 10 points in their third year would receive no less
All dollar value assignments will be as follows:
1999-2000 2000-2001 2001-2002
Skating Parties 24.00 25.00 26.00
Basketball Games 43.00 45.00 47.00
(Ticket Taker)
Basketball Games 60.00 62.00 64.00
(Head Supervisor)
Timers (per game) 24.00 25.00 26.00
Scorekeepers 24.00 25.00 26.00
Supervisory Duty* 24.00 25.00 26.00
Bus Trip (Per assigned Bus 43.00 45.00 47.00
trip away from Naples)
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than that amount if they moved to a Varsity position in the
same sport. When moving "down" within the same sport, a
coach shall be given credit for years coached within the
sport. For example, a Varsity Soccer Coach moving to the JV
level with two years experience at the Varsity level would
receive the pay of a third year JV coach.
When not moving "up" or "down", a Coach moving within
the same sport shall be given credit for years coached within
the sport.
In all new positions and vacancies that occur due to
resignation or dismissal in coaching or other extra-
curricular positions, preference will be given to qualified
district staff consistent with the Commissioner's regulations
where applicable.
*per duty assigned to personnel other than advisors or
teachers normally responsible for activity. All teachers in
Grades K-12 will take one such duty assignment, exclusive of
bus trips. Open House is not to be counted as a duty
absignment for this purpose.
All supervisory duty and bus trips may be made on a per year
basis by the administration and the individual involved and
at the stated rates.
EXTRA DUTY PAY SCHEDULE
Activity Points
Soccer
Boys Varsity
Boys JV
10,11,12,13
7,8,9,10
Boys 8th G.rade
Boys 7th Grade
Girls Varsity
Girls JV
Girls 8th Grade
Girls 7th Grade
Golf:
Girls Tennis
Basketball
Boys Varsity
Boys JV
Boys 8th Grade
Boys 7th Grade
Girls Varsity
Girls JV
Girls 8th Grade
Girls 7th Grade
Varsity Swimming
Assistant Swimming
Junior High Swimming
Junior High Swimm Ass't.
Skiing
Bowling
Girls
Boys
Cheerleading
Basketball Varsity
JV
Junior High
Baseball
Boys Varsity
Boys JV
Boys Junior High
Softball
Girls Varsity
Girls JV
Girls Junior High
Tennis
Boys Varsity
. Boys JV
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5,6,7,8
5,6,7,8
10,11,12,13
7,8,9,10 .
.5 , 6 , 7 , 8
5,6,7,8
8,9,10
8,9 10
13,14,15,16
10,11,12,13
5,6,7,8
5,6,7,8
13,14,15,16
10,11,12,13
5,6,7,8
5,6,7,8
13,14,15,16
6,7,8,9
3,4,5
2,3
6,7,8
5,6,7
5,6,7
10,11,12,13
5,6,7
3,4,5
10,11,12,13
7,8,9,10
5,6,7,8
10,11,12,13
7,8,9,10
5,6,7,8
9,10,11,12
6,7,8,9
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Athletic Director
Yearbook
Student Council
Senior High
Junior High
Play
Musical
Choral Director
Band Drum Line
Jazz Band
Marching Band
Color Guard
Honor Society
13,14,15,16
9,10,11,12
6,7,8
2
3,3.5,4,4.5
5,6.5,8,9.5
2,2.5,3,3.5
2,3
10,11,12,13
10,11,12,13
7,8,9,10
3,4
Class Advisors (Grade 7,8)
(Grades 9, 10)
(Grade 11)
(Grade 12)
3,4
4,5
5,6
6,7,8
Model UN 1
Academic All Stars 2
J.E.T.S. 1
S.A.D.D. 2
Elementary Student Government 1
(up to two positions)
Arts in Education 4,5
If more than one person shares a duty that is allocated for
one person under th~ preceding pay schedule, and they are not
able to mutually agree as to how the points assigned to the
activity or sport should be allocated amongst themselves,
then they are to meet with the Superintendent and the
Principal under whose auspices the activity or sport takes
place and the Superintendent will make a fair determination
as to the distribution of points.
If an activity or sport is added to the contract that was not
previously covered by the contract, the District and the
Association will meet to mutually establish a point value
prior to the start of the new activity or sport.
Point value for 1999-2000 will be $275, for 2000-01 will be
$280, and for 2001-02 will be $290. This is not part of the
distribution of the increase set forth in Article IV.
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ARTICLE VIII
SPECIAL DUTY ASSIGNMENTS
A. Teachers recommended by the appropriate administrator,
appointed by the Superintendent and confirmed by the Board of
Education, as secondary chairpersons for English, Science,
Social Studies,' and Math; and as K-12 Health Coordinator, and
K-12 Music and Art (Fine Arts), K-12 Physical Education
chairpersons, along with elementary K-3 and 4-6 chairpersons
will be compensated at the following rates per year based
upon the size of the department including the chairperson,
without release time:
1-5 people
6-10 people
11 or more people
1999-2000 2000-01 2001-02
$795 $826 $855
$907 $942 $975
$1018 $1059 $1094
Job duties for these positions will be in accordance with the
job descriptions described in the District's Board of
Education policy book.
B. Salary for the Director of Guidance will be $721 per
year.
C. Scheduling of Special Assignment Activities/Class
Advisors:
It is agreed that all major class activities and
functions requiring teacher supervision will be scheduled on
a master schedule prepared on or before October 15 of each
school year. Class advisors are responsible for supervising
meetings, elections and such class activities and functions
a$ are scheduled.
ARTICLE IX
NON-TEACHING DUTIES
Professional teaching activities shall be of the highest
priority in the assignment of teacher effort by
administration.
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ARTICLE X
SCHOOL DAY AND YEAR
A. The work"day for Naples Central teachers shall not
exceed seven and one-half (7 1/2) hours inclusive for the
lunch period. The school year shall not include more than
186 work days Should changes in State law or regulations
necessitate the extension of the teacher work year or work
day, the parties will meet to negotiate the impact.
B. The District will arrange for two half days for high
school teachers and half days for elementary teachers during
Regents week in June for "end-of-the-year" business in their
classrooms free of students, to the extent such arrangement
of 1/2 days will not reduce the number of days for that
school year below the minimum required by the Commissioner
for obtaining full State Aid, according to the following
procedure:
1. The last two school days of the last week, the
students shall be released no later than 11:30 a.m.
2. The remainder of the school days in the last week,
the students shall be released no later than 1:30
p.m.
As an alternative to the above procedure, the District and
Association may mutually agree to a Regents week that
provides for an equivalent amount of.student contact time.
c. Unit members shall not be required to be in attendanCe
when students are not required to be in attendance because of
weather conditions.
D. Unit members shall not be required to attend more than
two school wide scheduled parent :teacher conference evenings
per school year.
E. The District and the Association agree to form a
committee of teachers to meet with the Director of Special
Programs to explore the use of half days or conference days
for planning purposes at the elementary level.
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ARTICLE XI
EVALUATION PROCEDURES AND FILE ACCESS
It is agreed that both parties to this agreement have the
following rights and responsibilities relative to the
evaluation and assistance of teachers:
1. The teacher is entitled to know how well he/she is
performing the duties and respons~bilities of his/her
position.
2. The teacher is entitled to know the areas in which
improvement is needed.
3. The teacher is entitled to have candid appraisal of
his work.
4. Both parties are entitled to discussion of
evaluation report.
5. The parties shall seek and receive supervisory
assistance and teacher input when needed.
A. Formal Evaluations.
1. All formal evaluations will be conducted openly and
with the full knowledge of the teacher involved. No audio or
video tape record shall be made during an
obsE~rvation/evaluation without prior knowledge and consent of
the teacher observed.
2. All formal evaluations will be conducted by certified
administrators and/or department chairman. Department
chairmen are enco.uraged to take course work to improve their
evaluation and su,pervisoryskills. . .
3. All formal observations shall ordinarily cover a
complete lesson.
4:.Prior to the first formal observation each year, the
teacher and the evaluator will discuss at least the following
items:
(a) The day and time when the formal observation
will be conducted.
(b) The subject and type of lesson to be formally
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observed.
(c) The part the particular lesson will play in
the entire unit.
(d) The form to be used by'the evaluator in the
observation.
S. Number of Observations.
(a) During the first three (3) years of their
probationary period, teachers will be formally evaluated a
minimum of three times per year. During the first year of
employment, each teacher shall receive at least one
evaluation prior to November 1.
(b) All other teachers shall be formally evaluated a
minimum of one time each school year. Such evaluation should
be conducted prior to April 14 of any school year.
(c) Teachers may request additional classroom
evaluations. Reasonable requests will be accommodated when
administratively possible.
6. It is required that the most important part of the
evaluation process is the post-evaluation conference, which
conference should ordinarily be held within five (5) school
days after the evaluation.
7. In addition to the foregoing formal evaluation
process, administrators and department chairman may from time
to time informally observe and evaluate teachers without
compliance with the foregoing rules.
8. At the conclusion of the evaluation conference, all
evaluation forms' shall be filed in the':"teacher' S personnel
file. The form shall contain the signatures of the evaluator
who conducted the evaluation and the teacher. The teacher's
signature shall acknowledge'receipt of the evaluation form
and shall not in and of itself signify agreement with the
contents of the evaluation. Teachers shall have the right to
attach a response or clarification to any evaluation placed
in their personnel file.
B. Access to Files
Unit members, upon request, shall have the right to
review the contents of their personnel files, excluding pre-
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employment confidential references, and to make copies of any
materials therein. Unit members will have the right to
attach their response to any negative material contained in
the file. No material critical of the teacher will be placed
in the file until the teacher has signed an acknowledgment of
receipt of a copy of that material.
Upon reasonable requests, a unit member or representative
of his choice, accompanying the teacher, shall be given
access to the unit member's personnel file as maintained by
the Superintendent and/or the Building Principal.
ARTICLE XII
BOARD-FACULTY INTERACTION
j~.To insure that effective communication exists between
the Board and its professional staff, the Board welcomes the
cO~TIunication of items of mutual concern, by the Association,
through the Superintendent to the Board for discussion at any
of its regular monthly meetings.
B. The Board of Education or a duly appointed committee
of the Board and Administration, shall meet with a committee
of the Teachers Association as jointly scheduled, for the
purpose of discussing mutual problems.
C. A Building Liaison Committee consisting of no more than
three teachers selected by the Association shall meet with
the Building Principal upon the request of either, at least
bi-monthly to discuss faculty and administration concerns
relating to building operation. The meetings shall be held
at a time and place mutually agreed upon and each party shall
supply an agenda for such meetings at least one week in
advance which specifies .the'subjects which it wishes to
discuss.
D. A District Liaison Committee consisting of not more
than three teachers selected by th Association shall meet
with the Superintendent, upon the request of either, at least
once each semester to discuss District-wide concerns and
other matters which have been discussed and remain unresolved
following a meeting of the Principal and the Building Liaison
Committee. These meetings shall be held at a time and place
mutually agreed upon, and each party shall supply an agenda
for such meetings at least one week in advance which
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specifies the subjects which it wishes to discuss.
ARTICLE XIII
MAINSTREAMING/INCLUSION
We, the NTA and The Naples Central School District
understand the philosophical benefits of
mainstreaming/inclusion students with disabilities.
Therefore, we feel it is necessary to establish procedures
and criteria for mainstreaming/inclusion so it is successful
for all involved.
Students should be capable of:
(a) behavior appropriate to classroom and school standards
(b) not interfering with other students' learning
The decision to mainstream/include a student should be
arrived at by a C.S.E. committee which shall include at least
one special education teacher from each building if permitt.ed
by law.
Classrooms which have a student who has been
mainstreamed/included will receive support services as
needed. If the student cannot adjust to appropriate social,
behavioral and/or academic levels, the C.S.E. agrees to
review the situation as soon as possible and make adjustments
as necessary.
ARTICLE XIV
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
A. A grievance is a claim by a teacher or a group of
teachers that there has been a violation, misinterpretation,
or inequitable application of any provision of this
agreement, laws, rules, regulations or policies which involve
the teacher in the exercise of his duties.
B. The aggrieved teacher will first take the matter up
informally or verbally with his immediate supervisor. The
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aggrieved teacher may be accompanied by a representative of
his choice. Such informal contact must be made within twenty
(20) school days of the event or occurrence giving rise to
the claimed grievance.
C. If the grievance is not resolved informally within
five (5) school days, it is to be reduced to writing and
presented to the Association Grievance Committee. If the
committee wishes to continue the grievance, then it will
submit the grievance to the Superintendent within the next
five (5) school day period. Information as to the nature of
the grievance and its resolution shall be available to the
Association.
D. If the grievance is not resolved within five (5) school
days., it shall be submitted by the Grievant to the Board
within the next five (5) school day period for resolution at
its next regular meeting. Information as to the nature of
the grievance and its resolution shall be available to the
Association.
E. Only grievances as to violation, misinterpretations, or
. inequitable application of the contract may be appealed
beyond the Board. If the grievance is not resolved by the
Board at its next regular meeting or within ten (10) days
thereafter, it may be submitted to binding arbitration by the
Association.
F. If the Association elects to proceed to arbitration,
the matter shall be submitted to the American Arbitration
Association with a copy to the Superintendent, within 15 days
of the receipt of the Board Decision or within 15 days of the
final day for response as specified in Article XIII-E if the
Board does not respond. Thereafter, the conduct of the
arbLtration shall be governed by the voluntary rules of the
American Arbitration Association.
G. The arbitrator's fees and expenses will be shared
equally by the parties.
ARTICLE XV
EMPLOYMENT STATUS
A. Notice of status - Pre-Tenure.
Teachers serving the last year of their probationary
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period will be notified of the Superintendent's
recommendation to the Board concerning their tenure not less
than sixty (60) days prior to the end of the probationary
period, or as to teachers not in their final pre-tenure year,
by May 1 of that year.
B. Tenured Teachers.
1. No tenured teacher shall be dismissed, disciplined,
reduced in rank or compensation or denied of any professional
advantage without "just cause". This provision shall not
apply to non-tenured teachers.
2. By this Agreement the Naples Teachers Association, on
behalf of all unit members, waives the rights accorded
teachers serving on tenure under Section 3020-a of the
Education Law, and the procedure set forth below shall be
used for resolving matters of discipline or discharge of
tenured teachers, although tenured teachers shall have the
option, to the extent provided by law, of electing the
.procedures provided by Education Law Section 3020-a, at the
time charges are initiated. If the tenured teacher does not
elect the 3020-a procedures, the Arbitration Procedure as
established by this article shall constitute the exclusive
procedure for resolving matters pertaining to discipline
or discharge of tenured teacher(s).
3. Definitions
(a) Employee or teacher means any tenured person or
persons against whom charges may be filed pursuant to Section
3020-a of the Education Law and is represented by the Naples
Teachers Association.
(b) Chief school. administrator means the
Superintendent of Schools.
(c) Board means trustee, board of trustees, board of
education, community board or board of cooperative
educational services.
(d) Commissioner means Commissioner of Education.
(e) Arbitrator means the neutral arbitrator appointed
by the American Arbitration Association.
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4. If the Board desires to discipline a teacher by
imposition of a reprimand, fine, suspension without pay, or
dismissal, the District's Clerk or Superintendent shall give
the teacher written notice of .aDetermination of Probable
Cause made according to 3020-a, and provide the teacher with
a form for requesting a hearing pursuant to 3020-a and a form
for waiving a 3020-a hearing on which the teacher may elect
the arbitration procedure below:
(a) If the teacher elects arbitration, the following
notice will be provided:
i. the grounds constituting just cause for the
discipline
ii. the discipline to be administered
(b) charges against an employee must be m~de
separately from charges against any other employee.
(c) the teacher shall have the right to demand
arbitration of the discipline by serving a written demand on
the Superintendent of Schools within ten (10) school days of
service upon the teacher of the written notice as prescribed
above. Note that 3020-a , as amended, requires that this
alternative procedure comply with the maximum time limits
allowed by 3020-a. If the teacher does not appeal within ten
(10) school days of service, then the teacher waives all
rights to appeal and accepts the proposed discipline.
(d) If the employee does appeal the discipline, the
Board of Education will supply the employee with the name and
address of the attorney, if any, who will represent the Board
at the hearing.
(e) Separate notification of the need for a hearing
shall be given with respect to each employee against whom
charges have been filed.
(f) Witnesses. At the time set for the commencement
of the hearing, the parties will present to the arbitrator
copies of any subpoenas served on prospective witnesses.
(g) Demand for a public hearing. Unless the employee
or his attorney shall have served a written demand for a
public hearing upon the arbitrator at least five (5) days
prior to the date set for the hearing, the employee will be
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deemed to hav~ waived his right to a public hearing.
(h) Conduct of hearings.
i. Cine photographs, still photographs, and
videotape recordings may not be taken at private hearings,
and may be taken at public hearings only when permitted by
the arbitrator.
ii. Public hearings shall be open to members of
the public and to representatives of the news media, except
that the arbitrator may, in his discretion, exclude any
persons other than parties, witnesses, and their attorneys
from all or any portion of the hearing where such exclusion
is warranted for the protection of the privacy or reputation
of any person under the age of 18 years.
(i) The findings of the arbitrator on each charge,
and the recommendations of the arbitrator as to di,sciplinary
action shall be based solely upon the record in the
proceedings before the arbitrator.
(j) Should the district choose to impose a suspension
prior to an arbitration hearing, such suspension shall be in
accordance with the law in effect at the time of suspension.
(k) No charges shall be brought more than three years
after the occurrence of the alleged incompetency or
misconduct, except when the charge is of misconduct
constituting a crime when committed.
5. Labor Arbitration Procedures. The arbitrator shall
be selected pursuant to the rules of the American Arbitration
Association. .
(a) Appointment of Neutral Arbitrator. The AAA
shall appoint a single ~eutral arbitrator from its Panel of
Labor Arbitrators who shall hear and determine the case
promptly, and shall have extensive knowledge of 3020-a
proceedings.
(b) . Qualifications of Neutral Arbitrator. No person
shall serve as neutral arbitrator in any arbitration in which
that person has any financial or personal interest in the
result of the arbitration. Prior to accepting an
appointment, the prospective arbitrator shall disclose any
circumstance likely to prevent a prompt hearing or to create
a.presumption of bias. Upon receipt of such information, the
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AAA shall immediately replace that arbitrator or communicate
the information to the parties.
(c) Vacancies. The AAA is authorized to substitute
another arbitrator if a vacancy occurs or if an appointed
arbitrator is unable to serve promptly.
(d) Date, Time and Place of Hearings. The
arbitrator, together with the charged employee and/or the
employee's representative and the district shall mutually
determine the date, time and place of all hearing dates.
(e) Stenographic Record. The charged employee shall
havE~ the option of requesting a stenographic record at
district expense.
(f) Proceedings. The hearing shall be conducted by
the arbitrator in a manner that will most expeditiously
permit full presentation of the evidence and arguments of the
parties.
(g) Post Hearing Briefs. The submission of post
hearing briefs shall be mutually determined by the parties at
the conclusion of the hearings.
(h) Time of Award. The award shall be rendered
promptly by the arbitrator and, unless otherwise agreed by
the parties, no later than thirty (30) days from the date of
the closing of the hearings.
(i) Form of Award. The award shall be in writing and
shall be signed by the arbitrator and shall be final and
binding on both parties.
(j) Administrative Fee. All administrative costs
under this article shall be paid by the district.
ARTICLE .XVI
ASSOCIATION RIGHTS
The Board of Education of the Naples Central School
District agrees to deduct dues designated by the Naples
Teachers Association from the salaries of those persons who
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have duly authorized the Board in writing to make such
deductions, and remit the amounts so deducted to the
treasurer of the Naples Teachers Association.
Authorization for such dedu.ctions shall be in writing and
in form provided by the Association, signed by the
individual, and placed on file. So long as the teacher
remains on the payroll, the authorized deductions shall be
continued yearly unless the teacher signifies in writing that
he wishes to discontinue or change his authorization. The
removal of authorization of dues deductions shall become
effective September 10 of the following year and shall be so
set forth on the dues deduction form.
No later than the first pay day of each year, or not later
than 15 days after the commencement of the employment of a
new teacher, the Naples Teachers Association treasurer shall
provide the business office with the completed dues deduction
forms.
Deductions shall be made in equal segments beginning as
soon as practicable after the start of school, but not later
than the last pay day of September.
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ARTICLB XVII
This Agreement may only be modified by written instrument
executed by both parties, and shall be deemed to be in effect
from July 1, 1999 and to be effective until June 30, 2002.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have set their hands
and seals the day and year hereinafter written.
~
NAPLES
By:
By:
Approved by an Association vote on the 24th day of June 1999
Ratified by Board Resolution on the 11th day of August 1999
A
1
2
3 as as + 30 MASTERS
4 STEPS SCHED SCHED SCHED
5
6 1 29000 30020 30925
7 2 29435 30455 31360
8 3 29883 30903 31808
9 4 30345 31365 32270
10 5 30994 32014 32919
11 6 31752 32772 33677
12 7 32458 33478 34383
13 8 33163 34183 35088
14 9 33868 34888 35793
15 10 34573 35593 36498
16 11 35280 36300 37205
17 12 35986 37006 37911 .
18 13 36751 37771 38676
19 14 37514 38534 39439
20 15 38281 39301 40206
21 16 39102 40122 41027
22 17 39926 40946 41851
23 18 40866 41886 42791
24 19 41808 42828 43733
25 20 42749 . 43769 44674
26 21 43689 44709 45614
27 22 44748 45768 46673
28 23 45866 46886 47791
29 24 47042 48062 48967
30 25 48218 49238 50143
I
APPENDIX A (1)
.
E F
ULE
MASTERS MASTERS
+ 30 + 60
31945 32965
32380 33400
32828 33848
33290 34310
33939 34959
34697 35717
35403 36423
36108 37128
36813 37833
37518 38538
38225 39245
38931 39951
39696 40716
40459 41479
41226 42246
42047 43067
42871 43891
43811 44831
44753 45773
45694 46714
46634 47654
47693 48713
48811 49831
49987 51007
51163 52183
BCD
1999-00 TEACHERS SALARY SCHED
A B C D E F
1 2000-01 TEACHERS SALARY SCHEDULE
-2
3 as as + 30 MASTERS MASTERS MASTERS
4 STEPS SCHED SCHED SCHED + 30 + 60
5 1 29800 30850 31785 32835 33885
6 2 30280 31330 32265 33315 34365
7 3 30724 31774 32709 33759 34809
8 4 31181 32231 33166 34216 35266
9 5 31652 32702 33637 34687 35737
10 6 32314 33364 34299 35349 36399
11 7 33087 34137 35072 36122 37172
12 8 33807 34857 35792 36842 37892
13 9 34526 35576 36511 37561 38611
14 10 35245 36295 37230 38280 39330
15 11 35964 37014 37949 38999 40049
16 12 36686 37736 38671 39721 40771
17 13 37406 38456 39391 40441 41491
18 14 38186 39236 40171 41221 42271
19 15 38964 40014 40949 41999 43049
20 16 39747 40797 41732 42782 43832
21 17 40584 41634 42569 43619 44669
22 18 41425 42475 43410 44460 45510
23 19 42383 43433 44368 45418 46468
24 20 43344 44394 45329 46379 47429
25 21 44304 45354 46289 47339 48389
26 22 45263 46313 47248 48298 49348
27 23 46343 47393 48328 49378 50428
28 24 47483 48533 49468 50518 51568
29 2" 48683 49733 50668 51718 52768,)
APPENDIX A (2)
A B C 0 E F
1 2001-02 TEACHERS SALARY SCHEDULE
2 BS BS + 30 MASTERS MASTERS MASTERS
3 STEPS SCHED SCHED SCHED + 30 + 60
4 1 30400 31495 32465 33560 34655
5 2 30843 31938 32908 34003 35098
6 3 31340 32435 33405 34500 35595
7 4 31799 32894 33864 34959 36054
8 5 32272 33367 34337 35432 36527
9 6 32760 33855 34825 35920 37015
10 7 33445 34540 35510 36605 37700
11 8 34245 35340 36310 37405 38500
12 9 34990 36085 37055 38150 39245
13 10 35734 36829 37799 38894 39989
14 11 36479 37574 38544 39639 40734
15 12 37223 38318 39288 40383 41478
16 13 37970 39065 40035 41130 42225
17 14 38715 39810 40780 41875 42970
18 15 39523 40618 41588 42683 43778
19 16 40328 41423 42393 43488 44583
20 17 41138 42233 43203 44298 45393
21 18 42004 43099 44069 45164 46259
22 19 42875 43970 44940 46035 47130
23 20 43866 44961 45931 47026 48121
24 21 44861 45956 46926 48021 49116
25 22 45855 . 46950 47920 49015 50110
26 23 46847 47942 48912 50007 51102
27 24 47965 49060 50030 51125 52220
28 25 49145 50240 51210 52305 53400
(APPENDIX A (3)
